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WEDNESDAY, November 1, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NATURE: H IS FOR HAWK: A NEW CHAPTER -  D 

Helen Macdonald's best-selling book H Is for Hawk told the 

saga of a grieving daughter who found healing in training a 

goshawk. Now she digs deeper into the world of these 

raptors by following a family in the wild and raising a 

goshawk of her own. (Repeats 11/2 at 1:00am, 11/2 at 

4:00am and 11/3 at noon)  

 

9:00 PM NOVA: KILLER HURRICANES 

Follow a team of experts investigating the Great Hurricane 

of 1780 that killed more people than any other Caribbean 

hurricane. Discover what made the storm so deadly and 

whether mega-storms are more likely to strike in our rapidly 

changing climate. (Repeats 11/2 at 2:00am, 11/2 at noon 

and 11/5 at noon)  

 

10:00 PM FRONTLINE: PUTIN'S REVENGE, PART 2 

How the U.S. struggled to confront Vladimir Putin over 

Russian involvement in the 2016 election. The film 

investigates how revenge may have motivated Putin to 

target American democracy, and the U.S. responses under 

Presidents Obama and Trump. (Repeats 11/2 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

THURSDAY, November 2, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NEW TRICKS: PRODIGAL SONS 

With Sasha back on fighting form, UCOS investigate the 

death of a talented cricket prodigy: star of the pitch and 

apple of his father's eye - yet loathed by his teammates. 

(Repeats 11/3 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM NEW TRICKS: THE FAME GAME 

While Sasha is occupied with an intensive training course, 

the boys' investigations take them to a lookalike agency 

where the top two acts were found dead in an apparent 

double suicide 13 years before. (Repeats 11/3 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX 

Caroline is overwhelmed at the prospect of looking after 

baby Flora, until a stranger walks into her life and may be 

the answer to her prayers. (Repeats 11/3 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

FRIDAY, November 3, 2017 

 

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL -  MLPBS 

(Repeats 11/4 at 1:00am, 11/4 at 7:00pm, 11/5 at 5:30am, 

11/5 at 10:00am and 11/9 at 1:00pm)  

 

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): NOVEMBER 3-5, 2017 

(Repeats 11/4 at 1:30am, 11/4 at 7:30pm and 11/5 at 

10:30am)  

 

9:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: NOEL COWARD'S PRESENT 

LAUGHTER 

Enjoy legendary Tony Award-winner Kevin Kline in Noel 

Coward's backstage comedy about a self-obsessed actor in 

a midlife crisis amidst fawning ingenues, crazed playwrights, 

unexpected twists, with Kate Burton, Kristine Nielsen and 

Cobie Smulders. (Repeats 11/4 at 2:00am)  

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

SATURDAY, November 4, 2017 

 

8:00 PM CORONER: THE FISHERMAN'S TALE 

Judith and Mick are among the crowds to see local business 

man PB Bradsaw, and his glamorous wife, Joy, re-open their 

flagship restaurant. There is great shock when PB is shot 

dead, by a sniper, in the middle of the event. Davey takes an 

early lead on the case, suspecting a connection with PB's 

international business, but Detective Inspector Ben 

Marshall from the Metropolitan Police is swift to take over 

the case, undermining Davey in the process. Ben takes a 

shine to Jane and invites her out for dinner. Jane tends to 

agree with Mick that the motive lies in PB's personal life, 

especially when she sees video footage of an interview 

between PB and a student and notes strong sexual 

chemistry. Is this flirtation at the root of his murder? 

(Repeats 11/5 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE 

DI Goodman and his team are introduced to the jet-setting 

world of airline pilots and cabin crew when an air 

stewardess is discovered murdered. Will Humphrey and his 

team manage to unravel the mysteries at the heart of this 

seemingly impossible murder? (Repeats 11/5 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LUTHER 

As Luther's affection for Jenny grows so does his 

determination to protect her and help her back on her feet. 

Baba, however, is determined to keep Luther on a tight 

leash. To add to Luther's difficulties, he is called in to 
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investigate a man whose brutal and escalating murders 

seem to have no motive, leaving Jenny alone and 

vulnerable. (Repeats 11/5 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM LUTHER 

Luther's personal and professional life spirals out of control 

as he tries to cover up Toby's death and appease a 

suspicious Baba. He must also protect Jenny from any 

further harm. At work there's also a killer at large whose 

actions are ruled by his dice. How do you stop a man who 

sees life and death as a game and whose actions can't be 

predicted? (Repeats 11/5 at 4:00am)  

 

12:00 AM AUSTIN CITY LIMITS: MIRANDA LAMBERT 

Enjoy a show-stopping hour with country superstar Miranda 

Lambert in her third ACL appearance. The CMA- and 

Grammy-winning singer and songwriter delivers a powerful 

performance of hits and songs from her acclaimed LP The 

Weight of These Wings.  

 

SUNDAY, November 5, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

Larry is back home recovering from the mumps. Aunt 

Hermione arrives with a spiritualist friend who promises to 

get in touch with Louisa's dead husband. (Repeats 11/5 at 

midnight and 11/19 at 6:00pm)  

 

9:00 PM POLDARK SEASON 3 ON MASTERPIECE: SEASON 3, 

EPISODE: SIX 

Rev. Whitworth puts Morwenna through the tortures of the 

damned. Aunt Agatha and George cross swords in their 

deadliest match yet. Demelza has an admirer who owes his 

life to Ross. (Repeats 11/6 at 1:00am)  

 

10:00 PM COLLECTION ON MASTERPIECE 

On a weekend at his partner's chateau, Paul expels 

unwelcome guests. Charlotte makes her move. Nina 

shames Billy. Claude chastens Caesar. Back in Paris, Victor 

meets Dominique and tragedy ensues. (Repeats 11/6 at 

2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM LAKE OF BETRAYAL 

Lake of Betrayal explores the history of Kinzua Dam on the 

Allegheny River in Pennsylvania and its impact on the 

Seneca Nation of Indians. Completed in 1965, it was 

originally proposed to help mitigate flooding in Pittsburgh, 

almost 200 miles downriver, but the 27-mile reservoir that 

formed behind it inundated vast tracts of the Seneca 

Indians' ancestral lands, forcing their removal in breach of 

the United States' oldest treaty then in effect. The film looks 

at the Seneca Nation's fight to protect its sovereignty 

against the U.S. government's Indian termination policy and 

overwhelming political and economic forces driving the 

post-WWII boom. (Repeats 11/8 at 4:00am)  

 

12:00 AM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

See November 5 description (Repeats 11/19 at 6:00pm)  

 

MONDAY, November 6, 2017 

 

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: OUR 50 STATES 2 

Travel across America and back in time with appraisals of 

items from all 50 states in the two-part special. Finds 

include a Green Bay Packers championship group, a Joseph 

Henry Sharp oil, and a Molesworth lamp & furniture. Which 

is $130,000-$180,000? (Repeats 11/7 at 1:00am, 11/10 at 

4:00am, 11/11 at 4:00pm and 11/13 at noon)  

 

9:00 PM SECOND OPINION SPECIAL: OVERDOSE: INSIDE THE 

EPIDEMIC 

SECOND OPINION presents a one-hour special, SECOND 

OPINION SPECIAL: OVERDOSE: INSIDE THE EPIDEMIC, which 

examines the alarming rise of heroin-related overdose 

deaths in the U.S. (Repeats 11/7 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM REVERSING THE STIGMA 

(Repeats 11/7 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

TUESDAY, November 7, 2017 

 

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: BLACK LIKE ME 

Bryant Gumbel, Tonya Lewis-Lee and Suzanne Malveaux 

discover a tapestry of the unexpected in their ancestry, 

revealing slaves and free people of color, Civil War legacies 

and forgotten European origins. (Repeats 11/8 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM VIETNAM WAR: THE VENEER OF CIVILIZATION -  D 

P 

With the country at odds over the war, draft-age Americans 

face wrenching choices. After chaos roils the Democratic 

Convention, Nixon narrowly wins the presidency. In 

Vietnam, soldiers on all sides witness terrible savagery and 

unflinching courage. (Repeats 11/8 at 2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 
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WEDNESDAY, November 8, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NATURE: THE CHEETAH CHILDREN -  D 

For nearly two years in the forested hills of Zimbabwe, 

wildlife cameraman Kim Wolhuter shadowed a wild cheetah 

family on foot, to reveal in intimate detail the cubs' 

remarkable journey to adulthood and their mother's 

dedication in raising them. (Repeats 11/9 at 1:00am, 11/9 at 

4:00am and 11/10 at noon)  

 

9:00 PM NOVA: KILLER FLOODS 

Uncover geologic fingerprints of colossal floods that 

violently reshaped the ancient world. Follow geologists 

around the globe as they reconstruct catastrophic Ice Age 

floods more powerful than all the world's top ten rivers 

combined. (Repeats 11/9 at 2:00am and 11/9 at noon)  

 

10:00 PM FRONTLINE: BUSINESS OF DISASTER 

Disasters are big business. Follow an investigation with NPR 

into who profits when disaster strikes. The film focuses on 

Superstorm Sandy: the thousands still not home, the 

agencies that were supposed to help and the companies 

that made millions. (Repeats 11/9 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

THURSDAY, November 9, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NEW TRICKS: THE RUSSIAN COUSIN 

UCOS investigate the murder of a private investigator, 

stabbed through the heart in a suspected robbery gone 

wrong. The answers may well lie within the victim's last 

three cases but it'll take the whole team's expertise to crack 

the codes within his mysterious notebook. The movements 

of a rare collectable stamp, The Russian Cousin, could hold 

the key to the whole investigation - if only UCOS could track 

it down. (Repeats 11/10 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM NEW TRICKS: LOTTERY CURSE 

A skeleton uncovered in the foundations of a swimming 

pool is identified as Cheryl - a young, pretty lottery winner 

reported missing 17 years ago. UCOS' prime suspects are 

her quiz teammates, who won their lucky windfall as part of 

a syndicate. But while some have put their money to good 

use, the victim's boyfriend has fallen on hard times, and the 

media remain convinced he is the prime suspect in her 

murder. (Repeats 11/10 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX 

Caroline is relieved to find that Greg is a natural with Flora 

and a positive influence on Lawrence. Alan begins to 

distance himself from Gary, while Gillian discovers that their 

private family matter has just gone public. (Repeats 11/10 at 

3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

FRIDAY, November 10, 2017 

 

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL -  MLPBS 

(Repeats 11/11 at 1:00am, 11/11 at 7:00pm, 11/12 at 

5:30am, 11/12 at 10:00am and 11/16 at 1:00pm)  

 

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): NOVEMBER 10-12, 2017 

(Repeats 11/11 at 1:30am, 11/11 at 7:30pm and 11/12 at 

10:30am)  

 

9:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: IN THE HEIGHTS: CHASING 

BROADWAY DREAMS 

In a journey reminiscent of the unexpected zeitgeist success 

of Hair, A Chorus Line, and Rent, the story behind the 

success of In the Heights is so organic to New York City that 

no one expected it to happen. Beginning at a small, off-

Broadway theater, a group of talented young artists led by 

composer-lyricist Lin-Manuel Miranda produced an original 

musical that some have called a modern day West Side 

Story-a Latin and Hip-Hop-infused musical odyssey telling 

the story of a neighborhood and the first-generation 

Americans who call it home. And yet, many in the show's 

audiences have nothing to compare it to as it represents 

the first musical that they've journeyed below 125th Street 

to see. Opening on Broadway in spring 2008 and going on 

to win five Tony Awards-including Best New Musical-In the 

Heights on Broadway follows the cast and creative team as 

they embark on the greatest adventure of their young 

careers. (Repeats 11/11 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM FOO FIGHTERS - LANDMARKS LIVE IN 

CONCERT: A GREAT PERFORMANCES SPECIAL 

Rock with the great American stadium rock band, having 

sold 25 million records and won of 11 Grammy Awards, 

captured in peak performance at the iconic ancient 

amphitheater at Athens' Acropolis, hosted by Chad Smith, 

Red Hot Chili Peppers drummer. (Repeats 11/11 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 
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12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

SATURDAY, November 11, 2017 

 

8:00 PM CORONER: GILT 

A small group of treasure hunters scour the fields by the 

clifftops. As the weather worsens Ray suggests they stop, 

but Errol refuses. The rest are about to leave when Errol's 

detector beeps - he reaches into the soil and pulls out a 

gold coin. In The Black Dog, Debs and Anthony suggest 

sharing the loot equally but Errol insists on keeping the 

coins with him and reporting it properly as he dials the 

Coroner's Office. That night, a fearful Errol thinks someone 

is outside his house. In the morning the police arrive to find 

him in a locked house, dead in his armchair, still clutching 

the box of coins. Davey thinks he died of natural causes but 

Jane's not so sure and takes the box of coins for analysis to 

Professor Tal Greening who tells Jane that the coins are 

fakes, before asking her to lunch. Later Jane wonders if 

Errol was actually 'dead' before he arrived home and her 

suspicions are confirmed at the mortuary; Errol had been 

poisoned... (Repeats 11/12 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE 

DI Goodman and his team are drawn into the world of 

politics when Saint-Marie's scandalised Commerce Minister 

is discovered dead. Out of the blue, Camille's father turns 

out to have a link to the victim and she is forced to confront 

the fact that her dad could be the murderer. (Repeats 11/12 

at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LUTHER 

A chance encounter means Luther might be on the verge of 

finding love. But nothing comes easily - not when a fetish 

killer is on the hunt, not when an internet tormentor has 

had the tables turned and not when his worst enemies are 

his own colleagues. (Repeats 11/12 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM LUTHER 

Luther discovers the fetish killer is re-enacting the past. Can 

he stop him before he kills again? Meanwhile Ripley has to 

choose whether to turn a blind eye to Luther's unorthodox 

policing or betray him on record. (Repeats 11/12 at 4:00am)  

 

12:00 AM AUSTIN CITY LIMITS: THE HEAD AND THE 

HEART/BENJAMIN BOOKER 

Dig the modern Americana sounds of The Head and The 

Heart and Benjamin Booker. Seattle's folk-rocking THaTH 

supports its latest acclaimed album Signs of Light, while 

New Orleans' Booker rips through the blues, soul and rock 

of Witness.  

 

SUNDAY, November 12, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

Vasilia makes the least-romantic proposal in history. Spiro 

and Hugh organize a "friendly" cricket match between 

Greeks and English. Gerry tames a hawk. (Repeats 11/13 at 

12:30am and 11/19 at 7:00pm)  

 

9:00 PM POLDARK SEASON 3 ON MASTERPIECE: SEASON 3, 

EPISODE: SEVEN 

Morwenna gives birth and plunges into despair. George 

triumphs, as the ground collapses under his relationship 

with Elizabeth. Ross and Demelza bare their souls. (Repeats 

11/13 at 1:30am)  

 

10:00 PM COLLECTION ON MASTERPIECE 

While Dominique is in recovery, Charlotte courts Claude for 

her renegade fashion house. Nina tells Claude the truth. 

Marianne reluctantly reveals the past. The inspector spots a 

crucial clue. (Repeats 11/13 at 2:30am)  

 

11:00 PM INDEPENDENT LENS: CHASING TRANE: 

THE JOHN COLTRANE DOCUMENTARY 

Chasing Trane is about an outside-the-box thinker whose 

boundary-shattering music continues to impact and 

influence people around the world. This portrait of a 

remarkable jazz artist reveals the critical events, passions, 

experiences and challenges that shaped the life of John 

Coltrane and his revolutionary sounds. (Repeats 11/13 at 

3:30am)  

 

12:30 AM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

See November 12 description (Repeats 11/19 at 7:00pm)  

 

MONDAY, November 13, 2017 

 

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: JUNK IN THE TRUNK 7 

Discover never-before-aired appraisals from all six Season 

21 cities, including an American Folk Art cane, a 1927 

Yankees team-signed baseball, and a Vairocana Buddha, CA. 

1410. Which is appraised for $ 150,000-$200,000? (Repeats 

11/14 at 1:00am, 11/17 at 4:00am, 11/18 at 4:00pm, 11/20 

at 3:00am and 11/20 at noon)  

 

9:00 PM ARTS IN EXILE: TIBETAN TREASURES IN SMALL 

TOWN AMERICA 

Tibetan arts serve a new purpose in modern times. As 

exiled Tibetans witness the near disappearance of their 

culture, the arts rise to remind them what they share in 

common as people. Arts in Exile: Tibetan Treasures in Small 

Town America explores how a small city in northern New 

York can be inspired by, and connected to the culture of 

Tibet from across the globe. Highlighting a large-scale 

festival of Tibetan arts and culture in Plattsburgh, New York, 
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Arts in Exile examines how several Tibetan refugees use the 

arts to both raise awareness about the global problems 

they face, and keep their culture alive. The documentary 

features insight from Tibet House President Dr. Robert 

Thurman, and the talents of photographer Sonam Zoksang, 

freedom singer Techung, wood carver Tashi Dholak, 

thangka painter Tsering Phuntsok, monks Lobsang Dorjee 

and Yeshi Dorjee, musician Tamding Tseten and many other 

visual artists and performers. (Repeats 11/14 at 2:00am, 

11/15 at noon, 11/18 at 5:00pm and 11/20 at 4:00am)  

 

10:00 PM POV: ALMOST SUNRISE 

In an attempt to put haunting combat experiences behind 

them, two friends embark on a 2,700-mile trek on foot 

across America. The film captures an unprecedented 

portrait of veterans-one of hope, potential and untold 

possibilities. (Repeats 11/14 at 3:00am)  

 

12:00 AM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

TUESDAY, November 14, 2017 

 

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: CHILDREN OF THE 

REVOLUTION 

Lupita Nyong'o, Carmelo Anthony and Ana Navarro 

investigate the political choices of their fathers, discovering 

sometimes unexpected heritage as they trace their ancestry 

further back. (Repeats 11/15 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM VIETNAM WAR: THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD -  D 

P 

When troop withdrawals begin, soldiers left in Vietnam ask 

what they are fighting for. News breaks of a shocking 

massacre at My Lai, and questions grow about the war's 

rectitude. The Cambodia invasion sparks large protests, 

with tragic consequences. (Repeats 11/15 at 2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

WEDNESDAY, November 15, 2017 

 

8:00 PM YEAR IN SPACE 

Follow astronaut Scott Kelly's record-breaking 12-month 

mission on the International Space Station, from launch to 

landing, as NASA charts the effects of long-duration 

spaceflight by comparing him to his identical twin on Earth, 

astronaut Mark Kelly. (Repeats 11/16 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM BEYOND A YEAR IN SPACE 

Picking up where the first film left off Scott Kelly's last day in 

space and return to Earth-the final installment also 

introduces viewers to the next generation of astronauts 

training to leave Earth's orbit and travel into deep space. 

(Repeats 11/16 at 2:00am and 11/19 at noon)  

 

10:00 PM THE FARTHEST - VOYAGER IN SPACE 

Launched in 1977, NASA's epic Voyager missions 

revolutionized our understanding of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 

Neptune, and their spectacular moons and rings. In 2012, 

Voyager 1 left our solar system and ushered humanity into 

the interstellar age. (Repeats 11/16 at 3:00am and 11/19 at 

1:00pm)  

 

12:00 AM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

THURSDAY, November 16, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NEW TRICKS: LIFE EXPECTANCY 

A blood-stained bust is uncovered during some 

reconstruction work in a cemetery, pointing UCOS to the 

murder of an alternative medicine practitioner bludgeoned 

to death seven years ago. The evidence leads to the 

pioneering but controversial world of cryopreservation - the 

practice of keeping clinically dead patients frozen in time to 

extend their lives. (Repeats 11/17 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM NEW TRICKS: THE CRAZY GANG 

In the ultimate series finale, UCOS are threatened with 

closure following their perceived mishandling of the 

Henway case. Their final case begins with the bloody 

murder of a political activist 15 years ago at the Madhouse - 

a hub for people with mental health issues. (Repeats 11/17 

at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX 

Caroline gets to the heart of the reason Gillian is reluctant 

to go through with the wedding. With Celia's 

encouragement, Alan takes the first step toward 

forgiveness. (Repeats 11/17 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

FRIDAY, November 17, 2017 

 

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL -  MLPBS 

(Repeats 11/18 at 1:00am, 11/18 at 7:00pm, 11/19 at 

5:30am, 11/19 at 10:00am and 11/23 at 1:00pm)  

 

9:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: INDECENT 
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See Paula Vogel's Tony Award winner inspired by the true 

story of the controversial 1923 Broadway debut of Sholem 

Asch's God of Vengeance. The play with music looks at an 

explosive moment in theatrical history. (Repeats 11/18 at 

2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

SATURDAY, November 18, 2017 

 

8:00 PM CORONER: CAPSIZED 

Jane, Judith and Beth wake to the news that a cargo ship has 

washed up ashore and that locals are pilfering the goods. 

Jane views this as theft but Judith, Mick and Beth believe 

that this bounty belongs to the community by ancient law 

and tradition. Detective Sergeant Davey has a hard time 

keeping order. In the midst of this, a man, Ian Igby, is found 

dead in one of the containers, apparently looting jewellery. 

His girlfriend Abby is devastated but her father, Grantham 

is not surprised. Ian, an ex-con, was a bad lot in his opinion. 

Jane wants to find answers for Abby. Was Ian the good man 

that she saw? And what surprising cargo has Mick found? 

(Repeats 11/19 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE 

When a bird-watcher is discovered murdered in the Saint-

Marie jungle, the team have a particularly puzzling 

conundrum to solve. Is the traditionally quiet and calm 

world of bird-watching more cut-throat than it appears? 

(Repeats 11/19 at 2:00am)  

 

10:00 PM LUTHER 

Luther must confront his demons when a vigilante killer 

embarks on a crusade to punish past offenders. Meanwhile 

the campaign within the force to bring him down knows no 

bounds, threatening everything Luther holds dear and 

pushing him to his limits. (Repeats 11/19 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM LUTHER 

Accused of crimes he hasn't committed, Luther must work 

quickly to clear his name and stop the vigilante killer from 

becoming a martyr. But in becoming the killer's target, it's 

not just his own life he risks, but the lives of those he loves. 

(Repeats 11/19 at 4:00am)  

 

12:00 AM ACL PRESENTS: AMERICANA MUSIC 

FESTIVAL 

 

SUNDAY, November 19, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

With two women in labor plus a stabbing victim, Dr. 

Petrides has his hands full. Louisa, Leslie, and Spiro come to 

the rescue. Gerry's otter is also giving birth. (Repeats 11/19 

at midnight)  

 

9:00 PM POLDARK SEASON 3 ON MASTERPIECE: SEASON 3, 

EPISODE: EIGHT 

Elizabeth turns the tables on George. Rev. Whitworth is 

checkmated. Demelza and Lt. Armitage reveal their true 

feelings. Poldark makes a vow. (Repeats 11/20 at 1:00am)  

 

10:00 PM COLLECTION ON MASTERPIECE 

Nina is torn between Claude, Billy and the baby she gave up 

for adoption. Charlotte's new business venture hits the 

rocks. Amid a glittering celebration of high fashion, 

Inspector Bompard makes a surprise appearance. (Repeats 

11/20 at 2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM FORGOTTEN WAR: THE STRUGGLE FOR 

NORTH AMERICA -  D 

Two-hundred and fifty years ago, three powers clashed in 

an epic struggle for North America. Often overshadowed by 

the American Revolution, the French and Indian War (1755-

1760) determined which great European empire would 

control the Ohio River Valley, the gateway to the West, and 

the crucial highway of rivers and lakes connecting New York 

and Montreal. FORGOTTEN WAR: THE STRUGGLE FOR 

NORTH AMERICA recounts the little-known story of how the 

Indian nations of the Northeast controlled the outcome of 

this war. An international panel of experts dig beneath the 

familiar history and shed new light on this long-ago conflict. 

The documentary follows the fates of the Abenaki and 

Iroquois people, separates fact from the myth of Robert 

Rogers and his legendary Rangers and chronicles the 

"massacre" at Fort William Henry, the battles of Fort 

Ticonderoga and Crown Point, the tragic expulsion of the 

Acadians and the fall of Quebec and Montreal.  

 

12:00 AM THE DURRELLS IN CORFU SEASON 2 ON 

MASTERPIECE 

See November 19 description  

 

MONDAY, November 20, 2017 

 

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: JUNK IN THE TRUNK 3 

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW packed a trunkful of treasures to 

share from the six cities visited during the Season 17 tour. 

"Junk in the Trunk 3" is a new episode with never-before-

seen appraisals from ROADSHOW's 2013 season, including 

a Myrtle Beach guest with a sports collection that would 

make any Celtics fan turn green with envy, a diamond and 

platinum ring in Corpus Christi, and in Rapid City, a valuable 
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old book with a mysterious past that is valued at $35,000 to 

$50,000. (Repeats 11/21 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM THE GRAY RIDERS 

(Repeats 11/21 at 2:00am and 11/22 at noon)  

 

10:00 PM DAVID LETTERMAN: THE MARK TWAIN 

PRIZE 

This year, the Kennedy Center has selected Emmy Award-

winning comedian, David Letterman as the recipient of the 

2017 Mark Twain Prize for American Humor. Letterman has 

been hailed as one of the most innovative and influential 

broadcasters in the history of television. In 33 years on late-

night television, Letterman hosted 6, 028 episodes of Late 

Night (NBC) and The Late Show (CBS), surpassing his 

mentor, Johnny Carson, for the longest-running late-night 

broadcaster in American history. As a writer, producer and 

performer, Letterman is one of the most-nominated people 

in Emmy Award history, with 52 nominations, resulting in 10 

wins. Letterman is also a Peabody Award winner and a 

Kennedy Center Honoree. (Repeats 11/21 at 3:00am)  

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

TUESDAY, November 21, 2017 

 

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: RELATIVES WE NEVER 

KNEW WE HAD 

Actresses Tea Leoni and Gaby Hoffmann's lives have been 

shaped by family mysteries. They are introduced to the 

identities and life stories of their biological ancestors, 

thanks to DNA detective work. (Repeats 11/22 at 1:00am)  

 

9:00 PM VIETNAM WAR: A DISRESPECTFUL LOYALTY -  D P 

South Vietnamese forces fighting on their own suffer a 

terrible defeat in Laos. After being re-elected in a landslide, 

Nixon strikes a peace deal with Hanoi that allows American 

prisoners of war finally to come home to a bitterly divided 

country. (Repeats 11/22 at 2:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

WEDNESDAY, November 22, 2017 

 

8:00 PM NATURE: NATURE'S MINIATURE MIRACLES -  D 

Great things come in small packages. This film tells the epic 

survival stories of the world's smallest animals, from a tiny 

sengi, the "cheetah" of the shrew world, to a small shark 

that walks on land. For these animals, size does not matter. 

(Repeats 11/23 at 1:00am, 11/23 at 4:00am and 11/24 at 

noon)  

 

9:00 PM NOVA: EXTREME ANIMAL WEAPONS 

Explore the secrets that underlie nature's battleground. 

Every animal has some kind of weapon, whether claws or 

horns, fangs or stings. But why are some armaments huge 

and extreme, far beyond any practical need? (Repeats 11/23 

at 2:00am and 11/23 at noon)  

 

10:00 PM FRONTLINE: POOR KIDS 

View an intimate portrait of the ongoing economic crisis 

told through kids growing up in the Midwest. The film 

revisits three families hit hard by the recession, exploring 

what poverty means to children and to the country. 

(Repeats 11/23 at 3:00am)  

 

11:00 PM BBC WORLD NEWS 

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

(Repeats 11/24 at 12:30am)  

 

THURSDAY, November 23, 2017 

 

8:00 PM ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: THE GOOD STARS -  P 

Join Anne Shirley as she turns 13 and faces complex 

situations with friends, adults and Gilbert. Her free-spirited 

nature is challenged by her perceived need to be sensible, a 

journey fraught with confusion and unfortunate-albeit 

amusing-mishaps. (Repeats 11/24 at 1:00am)  

 

10:00 PM EAT TO LIVE WITH JOEL FUHRMAN, MD -  

P 

Cut through the hype and get the facts you need to lose 

weight and lower blood pressure and cholesterol without 

drugs. Dr. Fuhrman provides the latest research that sets 

you on the path to recovery even if you have diabetes or 

pre-diabetes. (Repeats 11/24 at 3:00am, 11/27 at 2:30am 

and 11/28 at noon)  

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

FRIDAY, November 24, 2017 

 

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL -  MLPBS 

(Repeats 11/25 at 1:00am, 11/26 at 5:30am and 11/26 at 

10:00am)  

 

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): NOVEMBER 24-26, 2017 

(Repeats 11/25 at 1:30am and 11/26 at 10:30am)  
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9:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: IRVING BERLIN'S HOLIDAY 

INN - THE BROADWAY MUSICAL 

Enjoy the hit Broadway adaptation of the classic 1942 movie 

musical, showcasing an Irving Berlin score including the 

Oscar-winning "White Christmas" with big dance numbers, 

comedy and a hit parade of the great songwriter's famous 

tunes. (Repeats 11/25 at 2:00am)  

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

SATURDAY, November 25, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE BEATLES: EIGHT DAYS A WEEK - THE TOURING 

YEARSE -  P 

Explore the history of the Fab Four from their early days in 

Liverpool to their last concert in San Francisco in 1966. The 

film, by Oscar-winner Ron Howard, reveals how the 

foursome united to become the global phenomenon that 

was "The Beatles." (Repeats 11/26 at 5:30pm, 11/28 at 

3:00am and 11/30 at 8:00pm)  

 

10:30 PM SGT. PEPPER'S MUSICAL REVOLUTION -  P 

(Repeats 11/29 at 1:00am)  

 

12:00 AM EAT FAT GET THIN WITH DR. MARK HYMAN 

-  P 

Many of us have long been told that fat makes us fat, 

contributes to heart disease, and generally erodes our 

health. Now a growing body of research is debunking our 

fat-phobia, revealing the health and weight-loss benefits of 

a higher fat diet rich in eggs, nuts, healthy oils, avocados, 

and other delicious super-foods. In this new show, Dr. Mark 

Hyman introduces a new weight-loss and healthy living 

program based on the latest science and explain how eating 

fat can help promote weight loss and optimum health. 

Offering practical tools, meal plans, recipes, and shopping 

lists, as well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice, Eat Fat 

Get Thin with Dr. Mark Hyman is a cutting edge way to lose 

weight, prevent disease, and feel good. (Repeats 11/27 at 

10:00pm and 12/1 at 1:00am)  

 

SUNDAY, November 26, 2017 

 

8:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: HITMAN: DAVID FOSTER 

AND FRIENDS -  P 

Legendary songwriter, producer, and maestro to the stars, 

David Foster has generated some of the world's best known 

popular music, and collaborated with a veritable "Who's 

Who" of superstars in a career that spans more than three 

decades. In celebration of his remarkable achievements 

including fourteen Grammy Awards and a host of other 

accolades some of the biggest names in contemporary 

music gather for a one-night-only concert that brings down 

the house. From the stage of Las Vegas' Mandalay Bay, 

Andrea Bocelli, Josh Groban, Michael Buble, Kenny Babyface 

Edmonds, Boz Skaggs, Kenny G, Peter Cetera, Brian 

McKnight, Blake Shelton, Cheryl Lynn, Charice, Katharine 

McPhee, and Andre Agassi join in the celebration, along 

with a special performance by Celine Dion and some long-

distance best wishes from Kevin Costner and Barbra 

Streisand.  

 

10:00 PM VICTORIA RETURNS -  P 

 

10:30 PM MEMORY RESCUE WITH DANIEL AMEN, 

M.D. -  P 

"One of the most exciting lessons I've learned from looking 

at all our scans is that your brain does not have to 

deteriorate. With the right plan, you can slow or even 

reverse the aging process." - Dr. Daniel Amen In this 

program, award-winning psychiatrist, neuroscientist and 10-

time New York Times bestselling author Dr. Daniel Amen 

will show you how to supercharge your memory and 

remember what matters most to you. In Memory Rescue 

with Daniel Amen, MD, we're going to talk about how you 

can improve your memory and even rescue it if you think 

it's headed for trouble. This very simple idea to strengthen 

your memory is based on treating the 11 major risk factors 

that destroy your brain. Most of these risk factors are either 

preventable or treatable. Dr Amen has developed the 

mnemonic "BRIGHT MINDS" to help you remember the 11 

major risk factors that steal your mind. Knowing your risk 

factors and how to overcome them is critical to rescuing 

your memory. Your brain's history is NOT your destiny. You 

can make your brain better with this powerful message 

from Dr. Daniel Amen. Dr. Daniel Amen has brought many 

great pledge programs to public television, like BrianFit: 50 

Ways to Grow Your Brain and Healing ADD with Dr. Daniel 

Amen, to name a few... Here is one more for your line-up! 

Airing this informative message for your viewers is like 

giving a wonderful gift of strength, indepence and healing. 

(Repeats 11/30 at noon)  

 

12:30 AM RICK STEVES SPECIAL: EUROPEAN 

CHRISTMAS -  P 

From manger scenes and mistletoe to wintry wonderlands, 

RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS celebrates the 

Christmas season throughout the European continent. In 

the special, Rick visits friends and families in England, 

France, Norway, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Italy to 

reveal their customs and practices of the holiday season. He 

begins his travels in England, where the Christmas pudding 

is the real centerpiece of a traditional English holiday meal. 

In Paris, the Eiffel Tower heralds the season with its red, 

twinkling lights. And in the countryside of Tuscany, villagers 

stack neat pyramids of wood for great bonfires. The lighting 
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of the fires is a signal to villagers - dressed as shepherds - to 

come and sing old carols. RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN 

CHRISTMAS offers a colorful, musical celebration of 

Christmas across Europe where viewers will learn about 

customs from "the old countries," hear local choirs, and 

discover holiday family traditions. (Repeats 11/29 at noon)  

 

MONDAY, November 27, 2017 

 

8:00 PM CELTIC WOMAN - HOMECOMING: IRELAND -  P 

Celebrate the timeless emotion of Ireland's centuries-old 

heritage in this live concert filmed in Dublin. Celtic Woman 

combines the country's finest musical talents with epic 

stage production to present a uniquely inspiring live 

experience. (Repeats 11/28 at 1:00am, 11/29 at 9:30pm and 

11/30 at 2:30am)  

 

10:00 PM EAT FAT GET THIN WITH DR. MARK HYMAN 

-  P 

See November 25 description (Repeats 12/1 at 1:00am)  

 

12:00 AM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

TUESDAY, November 28, 2017 

 

8:00 PM BOB HOPE: AMERICAN MASTERS -  P 

 

10:00 PM VIETNAM WAR: THE WEIGHT OF MEMORY -  

D P 

Nixon resigns amidst Watergate, while a brutal civil war 

continues in Vietnam. North Vietnamese troops overtake 

Saigon with overwhelming force. For the next 40 years, 

Americans and Vietnamese from all sides search for healing 

and reconciliation. (Repeats 11/29 at 2:30am)  

 

12:00 AM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

WEDNESDAY, November 29, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE 46ERS 

The 46ers is a feature film that captures the imagination 

and inspiration of those who know scaling the 46 

Adirondack Mountain High Peaks in northern New York 

State as a life-changing experience. The film explores the 

history of the men and women of the 46ers, a group that 

supports the hiking and preservation of the high peaks 

through all seasons. As spectacular as the vistas are as seen 

atop the High Peaks including Marcy, Cascade and Porter, 

so are the stories of individuals who embark on this 

incredible and sometimes treacherous journey. What 

makes them climb? What keeps them coming back year 

after year? (Repeats 11/30 at 1:00am)  

 

9:30 PM CELTIC WOMAN - HOMECOMING: IRELAND -  P 

See November 27 description (Repeats 11/30 at 2:30am)  

 

11:30 PM CHARLIE ROSE 

 

12:30 AM TAVIS SMILEY 

 

THURSDAY, November 30, 2017 

 

8:00 PM THE BEATLES: EIGHT DAYS A WEEK - THE TOURING 

YEARSE -  P 

See November 25 description  

 

10:30 PM DAVID GILMOUR: LIVE IN POMPEII -  P 

Join the Pink Floyd singer-guitarist for a spectacular concert 

featuring lasers, pyrotechnics and stellar performances 

from an all-star band. Shot in the legendary Roman 

amphitheatre, the program highlights an artist at the top of 

his game.  

 

12:00 AM CHARLIE ROSE 

 


